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Fig. 4: Label links by spanning tree.

Fig. 5: Label nodes and links by several spanning tree.

To transmit a packet of data between two cores,
packet transfer at first in its own zone and then transmit to
continue in other zones but moving from upper zone to
lower zone is forbidden. For example, X, Y and Z are three
zones. X has the first priority, Y and Z have the second
and third priority. Packet can't move in X or Y zones after
moving in Z zone. As a result the algorithm is deadlock
free.

In  this  algorithm  at  first   we   produce  spanning
tree   with   BFS   method   from   a   noun-uniform  graph
and the node label ascending. The labels are natural
numbers  and  start  from  1.   In   fact,   the   first   root
label   is   1   and   the   final   node   labels'   is  2MN+2.
The link’s label is 1 if the orient of a link shows the tail's
label is smaller than the head’s label. On the other hand,
if the tail's label is bigger than the head's label, the link's
label is 0.

Label  by  use  of  several  spanning  tree  lead  to
links with label that have several bits and each bit is
obtained   by   one   of    those   spanning   trees   (Fig.  5).
If  we  have P spanning tree, labeled with P bit, the first bit
is related to the first spanning tree and the second bit of
each link label is related to the second spanning tree and
so on.

In the second step, zones are determined and none of
the links that exist in a zone have rotational dependence.
If all link labels that are in a zone have at least one equal
bit, then the zone is deadlock free. For this purpose, at
least one same equal bit is enough to define a zone.
 At the end of procedure, the sequence between zones
must be determined to fulfill continuity limit. Each
sequence that adopts this limit can be defined as a
deadlock-free routing algorithm. There is an algorithm due
to sequences and the domain is deadlock free if and only
if all the time 0 comes before 1.

By increasing the number of spanning trees, the
usable route increases with 50 percent probability, but as
a result complexity of routing algorithm also increases
[13].

RESULTS

simulator: To evaluate the performance of FSL
architecture, we develop a discrete event simulator
operating at the flit level using xmulator [14]. The irregular
xmulator is based on events. In general, we have several
events and a simulator engine that carries out simulation.
The engine holds a queue of events. The sequence of
event never finishes because an event is the source of
other events and produces them. 

The event’s queue must be arranged by its time and
it is vital for simulator performance. In this simulator,
events save a black and red tree and every tree's branch
has its own queue and time of the events is equal, in fact
events with the same time are in one queue. The name of
this simulator consists of XML and Simulator and it is
working base on events. In general, we have several
events and a simulator engine that carries out simulation.
The engine holds a queue of events. Engine works simply.
Its internal structure is a While loop. All events are
analyzed sequencely by engine and the events that are at
head of a queue have priority in scale of events that are at
the tail. The queues in the engine never finish at normal
situation because of any event is source of other event
production. The engine with more simple structure is more
powerful and serpentine as view of modularity. In fact that
is not any need that engine know the kind of events or
their structure, the engine just must know an event is
belong to which component.

Queues of events must are arranged by their time.
The  management  of  the queues has effective influence
on   simulator  performance.  All  events  are  stored  in  a
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Red-Black tree at this simulator and any part of the tree
consists of queue of events that their happening time is
the same exactly. For example every event that are
happened at time 50 are operated parallel at real world so
their operating sequence at simulator does not any effect
on the final result so the events with the same happening
time are stored at a queue.

Simulation Results: We set the networks link width to
128 bits. Each link has the same bandwidth and one flit
transmission is allowed on a link. The power is calculated
based on a NoC with 90 nm technology whose routers
operate at 2.5 GHz. Based on the core size information
presented in [15], we set the width of the IP cores to 1 mm
and the length of each wire is set based on the number of
cores it passes. The simulation results are obtained for 8Í8
mesh NoCs with XY routing algorithm, spidergon and FSL
NoCs using the routing algorithms described in the
previous section. The message length is assumed to be
16, 32 and 64 flits and one virtual channel per physical
channel is used. Messages are generated according to a
Poisson distribution with rate 8. The traffic pattern can be
Uniform and Hotspot [16].

With introducing this simulator and checking the
advantages of this simulator, the delay and power figures
are the following. The x axis of these figures indicates the
generation rate and y axis indicates power and delay in
our simulations.

In Fig. 6, the average message latency is plotted as a
function of message generation rate at each node for the
mesh and FSL networks of 64 nodes using deterministic
routing for different message sizes. As can be seen in the
Fig. 6, the FSL has smaller average message latency with
respect to the equivalent mesh network. The reason is
that the average inter-node distance of the FSL network
is lower than the equivalent mesh network. Fig. 7
compares the total network power in topology mesh and
FSL of 64 nodes with different message lengths of 16, 32
and 64.

Fig. 8 shows the average message latency in the 8×8
simple mesh and FSL for different traffic patterns with
message length of 16. As can be seen in the Fig. 8, the
FSL NoC achieves a reduction in message latency with
respect to the simple 2D mesh network for the full range
of network load under various traffic patterns (especially
in uniform traffic). For hotspot traffic load a hotspot rate
of 14% is assumed (i.e. each node sends 14% of messages
to the hotspot node (node 36) and the rest of messages to

Fig. 6: The average message latency in the 8×8 simple
mesh and FSL for different message lengths.

Fig. 7: Total power in the 8×8 simple mesh and f FSL for
different message lengths.

Fig. 8: The average message latency in the 8×8 simple
mesh and FSL for different traffics patterns with
message length of 16.

other nodes uniformly). Note that increasing the network
size causes earlier saturation in a simple 2D mesh. Fig. 9
demonstrates power consumption of the simple 2D mesh
and FSL under deterministic routing scheme with various
traffic patterns. It is again the FSL that shows a better
behavior before reaching to the saturation point.
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Fig. 9: Totat network power in the 8×8 simple mesh and Fig. 11: The average message latency in the FSL with 64
FSL for different traffics patterns with message and 128 nodes for different message lengths.
length of 16.

Fig. 10: The average message latency in the 64 nodes different message lengths.
spidergon and FSL

Fig. 10 compares the average message latency in
spidergon and FSL of 64 nodes with different message
lengths of 16, 32 and 64. As can be seen, the FSL has
smaller average message latency with respect to the
equivalent spidergon network.

In  Fig.  11,  the  average   message   latency   is
plotted  as  a  function  of  message  generation  rate  at
each  node  for  the  mesh  and  FSL networks of 64 and
128 nodes using deterministic routing for different
message sizes. As can be seen in the Fig. 11, the FSL with
64 nodes has smaller average message latency with
respect to the equivalent FSL with 128 nodes network.
Fig. 12 compares the total network power in topology FSL Fig. 13: The average message latency in the FSL with 64
of 64 and 128 nodes with different message lengths of 16, and 128 nodes for different traffics patterns with
32 and 64. message length of 16.

Fig. 13 shows the average message latency in FSL of
64 and 128 nodes for different traffic patterns with Fig. 14 demonstrates power consumption of FSL of 64 and
message length of 16. As can be seen in the Fig. 14, for 128 nodes under deterministic routing scheme with
hotspot  traffic  load  a  hotspot rate  of  14%  is  assumed. various traffic patterns. 

Fig. 12: Total power in the FSL with 64 and 128 nodes for
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Fig. 14: Totat network power in the FSL with 64 and 128 June, 2001.
nodes for different traffics patterns with message 2. Luca Benini and Giovanni  De  Micheli,  2002.
length of 16. Network on  Chips:  A  new  SoC  Paradigm,  IEEE

The obtained result of xmulator indicates the FSL 3. Shashi Kumar, et al., 2002. A Network on Chip
topology relative to mesh topology and spidergon goes Architecture and Design Methodology, IEEE
to the saturation later and can send more packages. Computer Society Annual Symposium on VLSI,
Therefore has more power also the average distance Pittsburgh,Pennsylvania, USA, April 2002.
length of the FSL topology is less than mesh and 4. Pande, P.P., C. Grecu, M. Jones, A. Ivanov and R.
spidergon topologies. Saleh, 2005. Performance Evaluation and Design

The results indicate that the power of FSL with 64 Trade-Offs for Network-on-Chip Interconnection
nodes network is less for light to medium traffic loads. Architectures,  IEEE  Transactions  on  Computers,
The main source of this reduction is the long wires which 54: 8, August 2005.
bypass some nodes and hence, save the power which is 5. Hu, J. and R. Marculescu, 2005. Energy-performance
consumed in intermediate routers in an equivalent mesh aware mapping for regular NoC architectures, IEEE
and spidergon topologies. TCAD. 

Although for low traffic loads the FSL network 6. Ogras, U.Y. and R. Marculescu, 2005. Application-
provides a better power consumption compared to the specific network-on-chip architecture customization
simple 2D mesh network, it begins to behave differently via long-range link insertion, In: ICCAD05:
near heavy traffic regions. It is notable that a usual advice IEEE/ACM Intl.  Conf.  on  Computer  Aided Design,
on using any networked system is not to take the pp: 246-253.
network working near the saturation region. Having 7. Dally, W.J., 1991. Express cubes: improving the
considered this and also the fact that most of the performance of K-ary N-cube interconnection
networks rarely enter such traffic regions, we can networks”, IEEE Trans Comput, 40(9): 1016-1023.
conclude that the FSL with 64 nodes network can 8. Kim, J., J. Balfour and W.J. Dally, 2007. Flattened
outperform its equivalent mesh and spidergon networks butterfly topology for  on-chip-networks, In:
when power consumption is considered. Micro07: 40th IEEE/ACM international symposium

CONCLUSION 9. Grot, B., J. Hestness, S.W. Keckler and O. Mutlu,

This paper proposes four squares-layer topology interconnects, In: HPCA09: 15th IEEE international
applicable for NoCs. The proposed topology is symposium on high performance computer
introduced and discussed in the paper. Simulation architectures, pp: 163-174.
experiments were conducted to assess the network 10. Coppola, M., et al., 2004. Spidergon: a novel on chip
latency and power consumption of the proposed communication network, proc. Int’l Symposium on
topology. Results showed that the proposed networks System on Chip 2004, Tampere, Finland, Nov. 2004.
improved  the  performance  of the NoC in comparison 11. Efe, K., 1991. A variation on the hypercube with
with  the equivalent-sized mesh and spidergon NoC(64 lower diameter, IEEE Transaction of Computers,
and 128 nodes) under light and moderate traffic loads. 40(11): 1312-1316. Nov. 1991.

In future work, we are trying to increase the size and
number of node square topology in order to simulate the
power, delay and other specific parameter for topologies.
Furthermore, we will try to propose 3D layout and
improvement of routing for four squared-layer topology.
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